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CHAPTER I
SELECTION OF THE PROBLEM
STATEMENT OF THE PURPOSE
The purpose of the study was to develop an inven-
tory through the use of which might be determined the
personal fears of junior-high-school pupils.
Specifically, the purpose was to gather a list of
situations which might be frightening to any person at
the junior-high-school level. The list was compiled from
the data gathered from the following three sources:
1. Class discussions conducted with four group-
guidance classes of eighty-two pupils from
which evolved a list of common fears experi-
enced by many types of individuals.
2. Free-writing lessons with the same four classes
from which arose a list of secret fears felt by
the members of those groups.
3. An examination of the previous studies of fears
to determine those fears experienced by infants
preschool and abnormal children, and adults.
From the data gathered an inventory was constructed
VVi
SHT '50 ^JOITOajSc
sso^iKuq aer *50 TKa?isTATa
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I
-nsvnt ne qolovef) oiJ ssw vXyjcfa 9d;t lo eaoqTuq eriT
9fi:f bsniim'reJafc ed doirfw lo ezja Qdi d^uond^
lo SaJtl TLSdcteg 0,1 essr 92oq*ix/q srl^ ,\:XIsoxliooq3
cfe noaisq \;n6 o:f ^nl^iodrisJ:*!! ecf doiriw anoldsir.^xa
mo*!*! Lollqmoo asfr ctall s>nT .level loodoa-riaid-'ioxxiiJt; edi"
raeoitxoe eeidd" snXwoIXo'i ed^ raoi'l fteied^BS scfet ed?
~qyo'i§ UJOl d^jtw fc©;Joi/Xnoo anoieac/oeiJb Eeoir' ,I
iiioil 2 liqi/q ow:^-v;idai9 *io zqzzrIo eoaebip^
^I'leqxe zisel nommoo lo :Tsil s Xeviove rioXdw
.2li3trtlviXni lo aoqxd beorte
z^azBlo UL/ol emea erid dSxvr snoaael gniJ .2
\d diel ETsel de^oea lo dsll b eao'rs doXdw fflO'il
• aqi;o7"i; ©Eorid lo eiedaom ©dd
E'XBel lo asibi/da aijoiveij odd lo noidfinlmexe nA
^adnslnl y,d beo/ietioqxe a^iBel aaodd enx/a'iedeb cd
.sdloLfi tnjs ,neTbIldo iBmTondB bnrt loodoaoiq
tednindanoo scv? x’lodnevai: ne beieddc^ cdeb ©rid rao'i'?
O IlqL'q Ioodoa-d3id-’ioxfur(; lo e*iB9l Isdoaneq
r
and consisted of four steps, as follows;
1, A check list consisting of a number of fear-
producing situations, the pxirpose of which was
to determine the types of situations which pro-
voked fear in approximately five hundred pupils
to which the final form was submitted,
2, An opportunity for each pupil to indicate
from the list of fear situations those which
incited the most fear in him,
3 , An opportunity for each pupil to list any
additional fears not included in the check
list,
4, An opportunity for each pupil to express his
most secret fear in paragraph form.
The value of the inventory lies in its use in both
individual and group guidance. It may very well serve to
introduce a unit on temperament, emotional behavior, or
mental health for group-guidance classes. The study
should enable pupils to realize that everyone has fears
and that perhaps theirs are not nearly so serious as
those of someone else. Thus it should have significant
therapeutic value.
;8woXIo'i EE ,2q9^s lijo'jt xo f)9^alEnoo brtB
-isel lo iGdnit/n s 1o §xii^aiEnoo Jail ^loerln A .1
sE'jtr rfoirfw lo ©soq-urq oric*- saiO0l>o'xq
-o'lq doiilvr 3rfoi;tEL/
H
e lo Eeq^l ©dl 6r:iiin;9;J©b
aiiqjjq berZmid ©vXl £nlxo:tqqfl ni t«s1 bado7
.b©^^iiadtTE 2E^ /Q*io‘i srfl riolrf^s' oi
alBoXdnl oJ Xlquq rios© tol flA .2
floidw eaodi afioXlfc,uXxa *i60l lo ^Eil oiict moil
*roi.; nX laol Jsom ©rl.-t fcelXoai
\£iB ^3x1 0^ IXqx/q riOB9 lol ‘\rqiru/:^ioqqo nA *£
}iot>r(o QfW fiX JbaLxjIonl :^on eiBel Isnoi:;libbc
3ld 8 20'xqx9 oi Xiqi/q doao lol x^Xau^ioqqo nA
.ffiiol ioBi^Bisq ni isal leiose laom
drfod nX ezu eiX n_ soil violnsviiJ!: e/il lo ex/Iev erlT
od 8V19B Hew -^ciev .ooriEbin's^ qnoia bns Isx;blvjtJbni
lo jioivB.'od XB^lOi^/Otco tlnemcieqcial no Xlau s ©onboidni
'ibuiE edl .aeaefiXo oonabXns-qiJOi? lol ri^XBori Xc^nsm
siEol 2 Bri ono'^iovo :Jsri^ ssiXsoi oi eXiqji/q oldisxi© bluoriz
ZB 81/oiiQE 02 ’j^XiBen Ion sis eiiorll Eqsrfieq X&di tna
^iBolllnsia ovBd bXnons cfi sirdT . 92X9 oioeoioi 1 j oiari;t
sulBV •jlXuoqa'iedi
SOURCE OF THE PROBLEM
The problem arose from the need for an under-
standing of the feelings of individuals, especially those
of junior-high-school age, so that their personalities
might be totally developed. Harry Emerson Fosdick^ ex-
presses this need.
One way or another we must do something with all
the emotional drives native to our constitution. If
we try to exercise any one of them as though it were
a devil, then as in Jesus* parable, seven devils take
its place, and the last estate of that man is worse
than the first. If we leave these emotional drives
untended and uncontrolled, they become vagabonds,
never taken possession of by the personality as a
whole, and they often cause pandemonium. Nor can we
put these primary motives into the mind*s cellar and
forget them, for they will not remain there; even in
the ''unconscious’* they cause some of the major riots
that disrupt personality.
Dr. John J. B. Morgan, ^ Professor of Psychology at
Northwestern University, agrees with this need when he
states that an individual should make wise use of his
fears.
... a person should attempt to use his fears
rather than attempt to subdue them or to avoid them.
. . .
On the other hand, fears become attached to
^ Harry Emerson Fosdick, On Being a Real Person
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 194-3)
,
p. 15S.
2 John J. B. Morgan, How to Keep a Sound Mind
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 194-7) 9 pp. 1^6-167.
‘.1
ijajaoH*? SHT •'50 aoHUoa
•^sbxiLf ii6 *tol basn sricf" moil ©aoic moi'cfoiq ©riT
SEoriit ’^Xlsxosqge ,El6JJbivifoui lo agnlloel lo gnibfJ6;t:->g
E9i:f tlBfiosisq ixadct :fs:lX 02 loodoa-lgiri-ioixii/c
-X9 noeiemS \iisH .boqolovot od ^rigXm
,i>o©n eXri^ asaaaiq
11b gnldcJamos ob iaum ew iSiWonx ic \bsv enO
II .floIXuJId’anoo ujo cJ ©vic^sn e.sviib IsxiolJoms s-U
319 VT :ti dgifodcJ £6 med^ *io eno •'cnfi oaioiox© o;t \iJ ©w
btLb:^ alivsb novos. jettfsisq ‘cwao'O nl eB neriJ" .Iivsb b
eaiow ai r.Bm lo oXsjes ^eal edw bne ^sosXq
esviib lEaoIdoma cseri^ ©vaei 9:7 II 9x1;? nsrix?
jSjbnorfcjav ©rao9ed xsdd
^
belXoivtnoorur bna bebnolnu
s ZB xdilsnoeioq ©ild lo nolsessaoq ne^sS isv&n
ew nso loil .HU/iroflisbnBq eawBO nsdlo xoii:t bns jgXoxlw
Ins ibIIbo r’bnim oinl aovidom xisxaxiq ^a&dJ iuq
ai nave jeisrU aIbxuoi don XII\^ ^csiid lol jfce/U degiol
adoli ‘lotsiii 9xfd lo omoa sE.rjor' ’^srid “etroiocnoonx^'* sad
.'CdilBiioEieq dqniEib d£dd
dB vgoIoxlo'^CE^ lo losssloi^ ^ffiBSioil ,3 .1 nxiol* .id
9d nedw Losn Ei-ld xldlw aeoigs t^cdiaieviaJ nisdaswadioU
zicl xo ean osJtv? eAsm bljjom iBjjblvlbfil na dsdd aedada
>. .Eisel
aiBsl add ©an od dqmsdda bluodz noaisq e . . .
,ai8xld XdovB bd 10 meild enbdna od dqjr.9dde nsrid isddai
od bexloeddB enooecf aiBsl jbaBxl i9xldo sdd nO . , .
coai ft^ XbsH ^ x>Q ^lolbao'H noaigm^* X'liB'd
^
. 5^1 .q 7 (EieildoiS bnc isqicH :2iioY weJIj
bqtiX ITX'oo B qeoX od vifoH ^xiBgioU .S .1 nrloX. ^
,^‘bX-dcI ,qq”* (\^1 .'^nsqmoO fifiXIdmos-d exiT zAtloY wq/i)
many aspects of life where they play a minor role and even
to some where they should not be permitted to function.
It is this misuse of fear which threatens mental stability.
. . .
The aim of each person should be to learn to use
fear reactions in the most advantageous way.
That individuals need help in understanding their
feelings is substantiated by Rhoda W. Bacmeister3 in an
article published in Parents* Magazine .
What the child must be helped to learn is how to
avoid evils without worrying too much about them, how
to overcome or alleviate them when they do occur and
how to endure them, if necessary, with courage and an
unbroken spirit.
Fear, when used to advantage, is one of the strong-
est, most driving forces of the human personality. It
may force an individual to heights which he would other-
wise never attain. Fear, when \inharnessed, is one of the
most destructive factors in the life of the human being.
It has the power to destroy all self-confidence and sub-
stitute an uneasy, cowering animal for a strong, upright
individual. It seems then the duty of all to use fear to
its best advantage; to try to eliminate harmful, unneces-
sary fears; and to learn to face all fears with courage.
JUSTIFICATION
Everyone has fears. There is no doubt that no such
3 Rhoda W. Bacmeister, "Give Them Confidence",
Parents * Magazine
,
21 : 18
,
November, 194-6 .
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creature as an entirely fearless man or woman ever lived.
The man who claims that he has never been afraid is tell-
ing, whether he knows it or not, a tremendous lie. If we
should study the day by day records of the lives of the
most famous characters in all history, we should find
them guilty of some of the silliest and most childish
fears that the imagination could possibly invent. Grace
Adams^ cites the German Kaiser as one who was desperately
afraid of cats.
And the German Kaiser *s dread of cats was so over-
powering that even his lust for official ostentation
could not subdue it.
In the days before the war when the Kaiser was
still on cordial terms with his relatives in England,
his occasional visits to them were glorified by pomp
and pageantry. And in London, during the day, he
appeared as the haughty, heedless sovereign that his
photographs from those times depict him. But at night
when he retired to his private suite in Buckingham
Palace, he became different. His fear of cats, of the
sight of a cat's gleaming eyes, the feel of its too-
soft fur, and of the idea that some stray tabby might
slip slyly into his room and hide there, began to ob-
sess him.
Not all fears are as unreasonable and overpowering
as the Kaiser's, There is the fear which is experienced
by a person who stumbles over a wrinkle in a rug and al-
most loses his balance. He does not suffer long or pite-
ously, As soon as he realizes what has happened to him.
^ Grace Adams, Don't Be Afraid (New York:
Friede, 1935), pp. 12-13,
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he dismissed all memory of the incident. Usually such
fears leave no mark upon the personality.
The fears which are really a curse to mankind are
those which are suppressed and which the individual dares
not admit even to himself. They are the fears which lie
buried deeply with his unconscious mind.
When a fear persists without any apparent good
reason, it can be assumed that the fear is a disguise
designed to conceal some other situation. In such a
case, it does no good to attempt to overcome the fear.
The only successful procedure is to uncover what is
being concealed, and to readjust to it; then the fear
will take care of itself.
It is only ingrown fears that become morbid; any
fear which culminates in a straightforward dealing
with the fear-producing situation is a wholesome ex-
perience, 5
Fear is a strong determiner in the personality
and ultimate success of an individual.
Only the integrated person, because he does not
have to struggle with himself, can struggle effec-
tively and happily with objective difficulties,
, , , Among the most familiar emotions that break
up man's peace and crumble his personality are fear
and anxiety. Yet, far from being man's enemy fear
is one of the most indispensable elements in the hu-
man makeup. When it becomes terror, panic, chronic
anxiety, it is shattering, but it still remains true
that the human race never could have come into exist-
ence in the first place or have survived at all with-
out fear, , , , fear is not to be elided but to be
controlled and used,®
^ Morgan, 0£, cit
, ,
pp, 191-192,
6 Fosdick, 0£, cit,, pp, 109-110,
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Grace Adams^ offers further insights to illustrate
the effect of prolonged suppressed fear on personality*
A person who is continually afraid and always on
guard lest by some word or action he betray his fear,
is about as desolate and as unlovely as a mortal man
can be* His fear dominates his imagination and sways
his reason* But even worse than its power over his
mental condition is its effect upon his character*
A fearful man is never natural and, therefore, he is
never honest even with himself*
In most situations he may be only timid, shy and
uncertain, but in his sustained effort to deny his
fear, he is likely to become arrogant and tyrannical*
Just as often he will be unfair, unjust, ungenerous,
and mean*
If fear can have such a determining influence on
the character and success of a person, it seems impor-
tant that counselors and guidance workers should have
some knowledge of the fears of their clients* According
Q
to the definition of guidance stated by Traxler, it
seems that a knowledge of the fears of our students
would be invaluable*
Guidance as defined by those who approach the
problem rationally implies first of all recognition
and understanding of the individual and creation of
conditions that will enable each individual to develop
his fullest capacities and ultimately to achieve the
maximum possible self-guidance and security both
economically and socially*
7 Adams, 0£* clt .
,
p* 23
^ Arthur E* Traxler, Techniques of Guidance (New
York: Harper and Brothers, 1945)
,
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The fears of junior-high-school pupils should be
recognized so that some therapy may be carried out in
group-guidance classes and during individual-conference
periods. It is also necessary that the subject teacher
be aware of the types of fears which may be present in
her classroom. Lester and Alice Crow^ express the sig-
nificance of this knowledge in establishing good rapport.
When right attitudes are present in both the
teachers and the students, there is usually no ab-
normal fear. All efforts utilized to remove these
fears from the classroom are rewarded by better and
more effective learning on the part of everyone.
Some individuals so fear the classroom situation
that, even though they know the answer to a question,
they become tongue-tied and are unable to give it
when asked to do so. These individuals need help in
overcoming their emotional disturbance. They need
to have their confidence restored.
Since fear reactions are such tremendous factors
in the development of a personality, since they determine
the heights to which an individual may rise or the depths
to which he may descend, it seems extremely important
that personal fears should be understood. This is un-
usually true in the case of the impressionable adolescent
of junior-high-school grades. Discovery of the types of
9 Lester D. Crow, Ph.D,
,
and Alice Crow, Ph.D.,
Qur Teen-Age Boys and Gir"* ® (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., 1945)
,
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fears experienced at this level is an important factor in
the development of a mental health program which can re-
sult in the formation of attitudes through which the
teen-ager may accomplish his utmost.
REVIE7/ OF RELATED RESEARCH
According to Arthur T. Jersild's account in Car-
michael's Manual of Child Psychology
. some studies on
personal fears have been made, but none at the junior-
high-school level. The source of many of these studies
has been a desire to understand children's behavior at
various stages of growth, with the hope that such an
understanding might help to explain the emotional be-
havior of adults.
It is obvious from everyday observation that emo-
tional behavior is affected by learning and that respon-
ses are associated with new situations through condition-
ing. Conditioning does not fully account for the changes
that take place within the child himself in the process
of growth. The appearance of a reaction is determined
not only by the appearance of a stimulus, but also by its
10 Leonard Carmichael, editor. Manual of Child
Psychology (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.
,
194^)
,
pp. 752-784.
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intensity, duration, and novelty, and factors within the
child himself, Jersild and Holmes^^ report the appear-
ance in later years of fears of events that received lit-
tle attention earlier in the child’s life.
If a child at a certain stage of development ex-
hibits behavior that was not shown at an earlier time,
it does not follow that the change in behavior is due
primarily to learning. Learning and growth are usual-
ly interwoven, and no one can draw a sharp line be-
tween the relative effects of the two factors. When
the claim is made that the role of maturation must be
considered in accounting for children's fears, this
does not mean that learning is ruled out as a contrib-
uting factor. But recognition of the role of matura-
tion does emphasize one point; the question of what
are the original, "natural" fear stimuli cannot be
solved simply by noting the stimuli that occasionally
provoke fear during the first weeks of life and by
assxjming that subsequent fear in response to other
events is conditioned upon these stimuli.
In a series of experiments with preschool children,
Mary C, Jones^^ found that unexpectedness was an important
factor in producing fear. One of the purposes of this
study was to expose fear trends where they already exist-
ed by means of presenting to the subjects a number of
possible fear situations. Results of the study showed
Arthur T, Jersild and Frances B, Holmes, Chil-
dren's Fears (Child Development Monographs No, 20, New
York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1935), pp. 6-7
Mary C, Jones, "A Study of the Emotions of Pre-
School Children", School and Society . 21:755-758, 1925*
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that suddenness and strangeness were highly provocative
factors.
There is an increase with growth in such reactions
as fear of animals; being deserted; darkness and imaginary
creatures; and bodily injury. During the elementary-
school years there is an increase in fear of failure and
humiliation. At the adolescent period, fears and anxie-
ties regarding sexual function, physical inadequacies,
social, vocational, and academic inadequacies may occur.
Pintner and Lev, ^3 in a study of fifth-and sixth-grade
children, found that a large number of children indica-
ted fear of punishment or making moral mistakes. They
also found that 90 per cent of the children reported
that they often worried about "failing a test". Other
worries were concerned with everyday mishaps, such as not
having nice clothes or losing property.
Using a sample consisting of seventy-eight boys
from a normal urban school population, Jones^"^ conducted
a study of the importance of physical ability as a factor
13 Rudolph Pintner and Joseph Lev, "Worries of
School Children", Journal of Genetic Psvchologv.
56 : 67-76
,
1940 .
Harold E. Jones, "Physical Ability As a Factor
in Social Adjustment", Journal of Educational Research
^
40:287-301, 1946.
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in social adjustment in adolescence. The ten strongest
boys were selected on the basis of strength examinations
given at approximately the age of seventeen and a half
years. In the adjustment inventory, eight of the ten
cases obtained exceptionally high scores in the category
of “freedom from tensions”. These same cases were also
high in "freedom from fears". Nine cases were on the
well-adjusted side of the scale in "freedom from per-
sonal inferiority", which would seem to indicate that
the strong boys showed better adjustment than the weaker
ones.
In March, 194-1, Hugh S. Bonar^^ conducted a study
in which high-school students were asked to list, in the
order of importance to them, the three problems about
which they were most anxious. For the seniors, "Getting
a job headed the list, "Preparing for a vocation" was
second, and "War problems" was third. The juniors re-
versed the order of the first two items, and listed
"School problems" as the third choice. "Preparing for
a job" held first rank with the sophomores, and was fol-
lowed by "School problems" and "Getting a job", in that
Hugh S. Bonar, "High-School Pupils List Their
Anxieties", School Review . ?0;512-?1*?, 194-2.
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order. However, no study of the fears and worries of
^unior-high-school pupils has been made.
Reports by adults of fears recalled from child-
hood indicate that a large proportion of childhood fears
persist in one form or another into adult years. Jersild
and Holmesl^ asked 303 adults to submit written, anony-
mous reports of fears recalled from childhood. Acute
anxiety, morbidness, extreme worry, acute obsession, and
phobia were listed as reactions to events feared during
childhood.
An infant at birth has only two fears,—
(
1 ) fear of
loud or sudden noises, and (2) fear caused by loss of
support. As a child grows, he develops new fears of many
kinds. These may be the result of home, school, and so-
cial problems. The more complex life becomes, the more
varied are the types of fears.
RECAPITULATION
Since an individual must be mentally and physically
at ease in order to do his best work, it is essential that
teachers and counselors have an understanding of the fac-
Jersild and Holmes, op. cit .
.
p. I36.
17 Ibid., p, 39.
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tors which may be disturbing to him. Fear is a dis-
turbing element in all personalities at some time. So
that pupils may live their fullest and best lives, it
is necessary that teaching personnel become aware of the
types of fears experienced by their pupils. The purpose
of this study is to develop an inventory through which
the fears of junior-high-school pupils may be revealed.
Other studies of fears have been made with infants, pre-
school, and elementary-school children, but none at the
junior-high-school level.
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CHAPTER II
CONSTRUCTION AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE INVENTORY
CRITERIA FOR SELECTION AITO PHRASING OF TEE ITEMS
Several criteria were used in both the selection
and the phrasing of the items which make up the check
list in Part I of the inventory. In selecting the items,
care was taken to observe the following standards:
1, Presenting a number of possible fear situations
chosen with the intention of exposing fear
trends where they already existed.
2, Listing items which were common enough to ap-
pear frequently over large groups of pupils.
3, Confining the situations to the pupil's own
personal experience and feelings,
4-, Presenting a variety of desirable and undesir-
able fears.
5. Including items ranging from minor problems to
those of major seriousness.
6, Including items which could be classified ac-
cording to categories.
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In addition to observing these criteria in selec-
ting the items, a great deal of care was taken in phras-
ing them so that the pupils would clearly understand
them and so make accurate responses. The following points
were kept in mind in phrasing the items:
1. Use of the language of the pupils.
2. Brevity of the items, for rapid reading,
3. Consistence in style of expression,
4. Self-sufficiency of individual phrases,
5 . Wording so as to invite honest, spontaneous
answers.
6. Use of brief phrases and questions which could
be answered simply by encircling or underlining,
SOURCE OF TEE ITEMS
The items were gathered from three definite sources:
(1) a class-discussion lesson; (2) a free-writing lesson;
and (3) an examination of the literature.
The class-discussion lesson was conducted with four
ninth-grade group-guidance classes, composed of about
eighty-five boys and girls, ranging in age from twelve
through seventeen. The topic of fear was developed as one
of the emotions which make up the temperament of an indi-
vidual. Care was taken to emphasize that fear is a nor-
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mal reaction; that everyone does and should have fears.
All agreed that fear is necessary to survival. A list
of situations which might arouse fear in some individuals
was then compiled. The lesson was conducted on an im-
personal basis, the pupils merely stating fears which
anyone might experience. Following is a list of situa-
tions arousing fear, compiled from the discussion les-
sons in the four classes:
Report cards
Tests
Being unprepared
Deficiencies
Detention
Being absent
Making an error
Speaking before group
Being tardy
New subjects
A particular subject
Speaking from the stage
Crowds
Strange noises
Sudden noises
Loud noises
Embarrassment
Poor appearance
Discovery of faults
Being disliked
Criticism
Being laughed at
Darkness
Shadows
Quiet
Fog
Woods
Hospitals
Doctors
Dentists
Teachers
Truant officer
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IDogs howling at night
Fire engines at night
Strange voices at night
Footsteps at night
Insects
Snakes
Dogs
Mice
Horses
Accidents
Death
Drowning
Injury
Illness
Disease
Unconsciousness
Poisoning
Freezing
Blood
Electrical shocks
Prophecies
Legends
Messages
Principal
Policeman
Drunken people
Prowlers
Undertakers
Corpses
Bullies
Disfigured people
Older brothers and sisters
Opposite sex
Loss of parents
Loss of friends
Divorce of parents
Loss of property
Loss of pets
Being kidnapped
Dreams
Nightmares
Weird stories
Superstitions
Fire
Speed
War
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Newspaper items Weapons
Bridges Falling objects
Tiinnels Stairs
Subways Height
Airplanes Storms
Trains Depth
Elevators Earthquakes
Railroad crossings Vastness
Motorcycles Machinery
Busses Explosions
Automobiles Riding a horse
Responsibility Walking alone at night
Walking by a cemetery Waiting in a lonely place
at night at night
Punishment Gossip, scandal
Injustice Talking to new people
Financial insecurity Losing a game
Future Past
Asking for a job Destroying a reputation
Meeting new people Temptation
A higher power Asking a girl for a date
Hurting somebody's Being asked by a boy for
feelings a date
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Being cheated Taking medicine
Traveling a long dis- Being deprived of some-
tance alone thing you desire
Riding a bicycle
Being closed in
Being alone
Being drafted
The free-writing lesson was carried out with the
same eighty-five boys and girls from four ninth-grade
group-guidance classes. The aim of this lesson was to
obtain some of the more secret and serious fears experi-
enced by junior-high-school pupils. It was conducted
on a more personal basis, and each pupil was told to
write an anonymous paper with the hope that he might
state some of the more disturbing, perhaps even undesir-
able, fears. The papers were examined and a' list of
specific fears compiled. Since the list overlapped
considerably with that procured from the class-discus-
sion lesson, it has not been included here in its en-
tirety. Excerpts from the papers have been substituted.
The quotations which follow will show a variety of se-
cret fears, and some attempts by the individuals to
locate their origins:
"When I have homework that I just can't do all of
it right I get all nerved up about it, I get afraid
and worried because I can't get the work and I guess
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I get everyone else in the house nerved up just be-
cause of me."
"When I have to walk into a room full of people
or walk by a large group I have the feeling every-
one is looking at me. I think about how I forgot to
press my skirt or comb my hair right. Maybe if I
was pretty I wouldn*t get nervous but after all I*m
no Lana Turner and I never look right. I know there
is always something wrong with me and I feel every-
one else notices it."
"Ever since I was six years old I have been afraid
of being locked up in a room without any way of get-
ting out. Often I have dreams that I am locked in a
room and can't get out and I wake up screaming. Even
today when I am in a closet and someone shuts it for
a joke, I get panicky and start screaming."
"I myself am afraid to have people talk about me.
Iftiliether it's good or bad, I wish I could tell them
to leave me out of their conversation completely. I
can remember when I was in a dancing recital I heard
my teacher mention my name. I didn't know what she
was saying and didn't stop to hear, but ran to the
dressing room and burst into tears. This fear has
been with me as long as I can remember."
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"When I get sick and have to have a doctor I get
so scared that I lay in bed and shake like a leaf.
When I had an attack of appendicitis I got so scared
that I cried because I knew he was going to say that
I had to have an operation. When he told me, all I
could think was I was going to die for sure."
The third source of items for the check list was
the literature. Mooney’s Problem Check List ^^ Jersild
and Holmes' Children's Fears . ^ and Pintner and Lev's
"Worries of School Children"^ were the most valuable.
They were especially helpful because of the suggestions
which they offered for further developing the lists and
placing the items in suitable categories.
Additional items obtained from Pintner and Lev's"^
study were fears of:
1. choking
1 Ross L, Mooney, Manual to Accompany the Problem
Check List . High School Form (Columbus, Ohio: The Bureau
of Educational Research, the Ohio State University, 1943),
pp. 1-101.
p Arthur T. Jersild and Frances B. Holmes, Chil-
dren's Fears (Child Development Monographs No. 20, New
York: Bureau of Publications. Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1935), PP. 40-213.
3 Rudolph Pintner and Joseph Lev, "Worries of School
Children", Journal of Genetic Psychology
. 56:67-76, 1940.
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2, mother’s working too hard
3, talking too much
4, growing up
5, the world’s coming to an end
6, getting married
TRYOUT FORM OF THE INVENTORY
DESCRIPTION
The tryout form of the inventory consisted of five
pages, the first of which contained directions to the
student and general information regarding sex, date,
age, and grade.
There were two parts to the inventory, Part I being
a check list containing eighty-five items. The student
was given an opportunity to indicate any, and as many as
he wished, of the eighty-five items which incited fear in
him. He was also allowed to indicate those items which
expressed his greatest fears.
The items in the check list were placed in twelve
different categories, and then randomly distributed
throughout the form. Following are the categories chosen:
1. Fears of the opinions, judgments, and actions
of others
2, Fears of strange surroundings
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3 . Fears of living things
4, Fears of bodily harm
5 . Fears of certain types of people
6 , Fears for the health and well-being of others
7 . Fears of personal inadequacy
8 , Fears of height, depth, speed, and motion
9 . Fears of insecurity
10 , Fears of social inadequacy
11 , Fears of strange or loud noises
12 , Fears from imagination
In Section A of Fart II of the inventory the stu-
dent was asked to add any fears which were not included
on the check list. Section 3 gave the student an oppor-
tunity to express in paragraph form those fears which he
considered most secret,
ADMINISTRATION
Directions for administering the inventory were
provided, so that the same procedure would be employed in
all cases. The tryout form was given by three different
counselors to three different classes, one from each of
the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades. Eighty-two stu-
dents took the tryout form, thirty-five boys and forty-
seven girls, ranging in age from eleven years and ten
months to sixteen years and four months.
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REVISION
Provisions to take care of possible lack of pupil
understanding of the items and incompleteness of the list
was made in three ways on the tryout form;
1. The pupil was allowed to ask as many questions
as he wished while taking the inventory, and
the administrator was asked to record all
questions asked.
2. In Part I the pupil was asked to place a ques-
tion mark before any item which he did not
understand.
3 . In Part II the pupil was asked to list any
additional fears which did not appear on the
check list in Part I.
The procedure used in revising the check list con-
sisted of several steps:
1 . The administrators' lists of questions were
examined to identify items which were doubtful.
2 . The check lists were examined to identify items
which were not understood.
3 . Section A of Part II was examined for addition-
al fears.
. Some of the items were reworded for clearer
understanding.
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5. Because some items seemed ambiguous or not
suitable, they were omitted and new ones
were substituted,
6 . From the list of additional fears on the try-
out form, five new items were constructed and
added so that the check list then contained
ninety items,
7. Since it was difficult to distinguish between
"social inadequacy” and "personal inadequacy”,
and since all of those items could be suitably
classified under "personal inadequacy”, the
category on "social inadequacy” was omitted,
8 . The items under "fear of strange or loud
noises” were added to the category, "fear of
height, depth, speed, and motion", and the
name of the category was changed accordingly,
9. The final form, a copy of which is included as
Appendix A of the study, then contained ten
categories,
DESCRIPTION AND ADIUNISTRATION OF THE FINAL FORM
Following are the ten categories of the final form
and the items contained in each:
1, Fears of opinions, #1, 8
,
10, 22, 26,
Judgments, and actions 31, 32, 38
,
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. Fears of strange #12, 13, 14, 15, 17,
surroundings 18
,
20, 76
3. Fears of living
things
#21, 33, 36 , 61 , 65
4. Fears of bodily #4, 7, 19, 28, 43,
harm 49, 71, 75, 83, 84
5. Fears of certain
types of people
#24, 34, 64
6. Fears for health #29, 41, 42, 44, 45,
and well-being of
others
55
7. Fears of personal #2, 3, 23 , 25, 27, 35
inadequacy 37, 40, 59, 62 , 68,
69, 70, 73, 77, 78,
82, 86, 87, 88, 89, '
8. Fears of height, #5, 9, 11, 16, 30, 51
depth, speed, mo-
tion and noise
52, 53, 54, 56, 57,
9. Fears of insecurity #6, 39, 67, 81 , 85
10. Fears from imagi- #46, 47, 48, 50
nation
Directions for administering the final form were
provided, and each inventory was supplied with a code
number. A separate list of code numbers was constructed
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for each group taking the inventory. Through the use of
the seating arrangement of the particular group, the
intelligence quotient of each pupil was matched with his
particular code number.
The final form of the inventory, consisting of two
parts and containing ninety items in ten different cate-
gories, was administered by six counselors to 428 pupils,
218 boys and 210 girls, of grades seven, eight, and nine
of South Junior High School in Quincy, Massachusetts.
DESCRIPTION OF THE POPULATION
As shown in Table I, the pupils ranged in age
from eleven through seventeen years.
TABLE I
428 PUPILS TAKING PART IN THE STUDY
ARRANGED BY GRADE ACCORDING TO AGE
Grade 11 12 13
Age
14 15 16 17 Total
Seven 5 86 35 26 5 1 158
Eight 1 77 36 13 4 131
Nine 7 75 40 14 3 139
Total 5 87 119 137 58 19 3 428
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The majority of the pupils were either thirteen
or fourteen years old, a slightly larger number appearing
in the fourteen-year-old group. The distribution by
grades shov/ed that the largest number of pupils was fur-
nished by the seventh grade, while the eighth grade pro-
vided the smallest group. However, all three groups were
quite similar in number.
Table II shoT/s the distribution of pupils by in-
telligence quotient^, according to age.
TABLE II
428 PUPILS TAKING PART IN THE STUDY
ARRANGED BY INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT
ACCORDING TO AGE
Intelligence
Quotient 11 12 13
Age
14 15 16 17 Total
120 and higher 2 20 21 27 3 73
110 - 119 3 23 34 29 5 1 95
90 - 109 38 59 66 35 7 2 207
80 - 89 6 5 6 13 7 1 38
79 and lower 9 2 4 15
Total 5 87 119 137 58 19 3 428
1 Arthur S, Otis, Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability
Tests (New York: World Book Company, 1937)
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The pupils ranged in intelligence quotient from
64 through 149. The fact that 207 of them fell into the
mental-ability group extending from 90 through 109 indi-
cates that nearly half the population had average ability.
More than one third of the group was of superior ability,
while fifty-three of the 428 pupils were dull or border-
line cases. As would be expected, the younger pupils
exhibited the higher quotients, and the older ones usually
possessed the lower abilities.
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CHAPTER III
EXISTING FEARS
The data indicating existing fears were procured
by counting the individual items encircled as fears which
were present on each inventory. The totals were examined
for range, and the mean, median, and quartiles were com-
puted for all cases, and by sex and grade. The items were
then organized according to their particular categories,
and comparisons were made among categories. So that sig-
nificant items might be discovered, all of the individual
items in each category were analyzed and tabulated,
MEASUREMENTS OF EXISTING FEARS
As shown in Table III, the range of items encircled
and the measurements of central tendency varied according
to sex and grade.
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TABLE III
NUIIERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF ITEMS ENCIRCLED AS EXISTING FEARS
REPORTED BY SEX AND GRADE, FOR JUNIOR-HIGH-SCHOOL PUPILS
Group Range Mean Median Qi Q3
Total Cases 0-76 18.25 15.61 9.31 24.74
Boys 0-49 14.21 12.06 7.05 19.23
Girls 1-76 22.57 19.76 12.41 29.74
Grade Seven 0-76 16.81 12.79 7.76 22,18
Grade Eight 1-64 19.27 17.06 9.95 25.75
Grade Nine 3-65 18.94 16.47 10.30 25.71
Tabulation of the items encircled as fears which
were present showed that the number of items encircled by
any one person ranged from zero through seventy-six. The
range for boys ran somewhat lower, extending from zero
through forty-nine. No girl had a score of zero; each one
encircled at least one fear. The seventh-graders showed
the greatest range according to grade, zero through seventy-
six; while the ninth-graders showed a range from three
through sixty-five. Each ninth-grader experienced at least
three fears.
The mean, or average score, for the total group was
18,25 items encircled. The mean for the girls was much
higher than that of the boys. According to grade, the high-
est mean was obtained by the eighth-grade pupils, and the
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loY/est by the seventh-graders. This indicates that eighth'
graders marked more fears than either of the other groups
although the range was lower. However, there was little
difference between grades in any of these measures, since
the median and quartile measurements followed closely the
pattern assumed by the mean,
VARIATION IN CATEGORIES
Table IV reveals that there was considerable varia-
tion in the number of items marked among categories.
TABLE IV
NUMBER OF ITEMS ENCIRCLED
IN EACH CATEGORY
No. of Total No.
Category
Items
of Items
Encircled
1. Fears of opinions, judgments,
and actions of others
15 1718
2. Fears of strange surroundings 8 674
3. Fears of living things 5 461
4. Fears of bodily harm 10 582
5. Fears of certain types of people 145
6, Fears for health and well-being
of others
628
7. Fears of personal inadequacy 22 1923
. ._
8 , ^ Fears of height, depth, speed,
motion, and noise
12 899
9. Fears of insecurity 5 454
10. Fears from imagination 4 355
Totals 90 7839
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Since the categories contained an unequal number of
items, in general a greater number of items were marked in
the larger categories. More items were marked in the sev-
enth category, "Fears of personal inadequacy", which con-
tained twenty-two items, than were marked in any other one.
Category one, "Fears of opinions, judgments, and actions
of others", contained fifteen items and held second place
for the total number encircled. The other categories
assumed similar positions according to the number of items
contained, excepting category four, "Fears of bodily harm",
which contained ten items but had a smaller total than cat-
egories two and six, which included only eight and six
items, respectively. This would seem to indicate the pro-
portion of pupils experiencing "Fears of bodily harm" is
very low,
VARIATION IN ITEMS
Each category was subdivided into its individual
items to determine the number of pupils indicating spe-
cific fears of particular types. The percentage of stu-
dents marking each item according to sex was tabulated,
as well as the total number marking each item.
Table V shows how the 1718 items encircled in the
first category were distributed.
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TABLE V
FEARS OF OPINIONS, JUDGIffiNTS, AND ACTIONS OF OTHERS
THE PERCENTAGE OF BOYS AND GIRLS
AND THE TOTAL NUMBER ENCIRCLING EACH ITEM
No. % of % of Total
of Item Boys Girls No.
Item Marking Marking Marking
1. ARE YOU AFRAID of giving a
short talk before your
classmates?
33.0 54.8 187
8. ARE YOU AFRAID of giving a
short talk from the stage
of the auditorium to the
school assembly?
64.7 70.0 288
10. ARE YOU AFRAID that you will
be laughed at by your class-
mates?
18.8 41.0 127
22. ARE YOU AFRAID of asking a
stranger for a job?
20.6 26.2 100
26. ARE YOU AFRAID that you will
be criticized?
12.4 22.4 74
31. ARE YOU AFRAID of discussing
a poor mark with any of your
teachers?
15.1 17.6 70
32. ARE YOU AFRAID of discussing
a personal problem with your
counselor?
15.1 22.4 80
38. ARE YOU AFRAID of gossip or
scandal being told about
you?
19.3 42.4 131
60. ARE YOU AFRAID of being
laughed at because of your
size?
9.1 20.5 63
63. ARE YOU AFRAID of your prin-
cipal, when you have been
sent to his office for mis-
behavior?
35.8 31.9 145
66. ARE YOU AFRAID of being
treated unfairly?
9.1 14.3 50
72. ARE YOU AFRAID of being dis-
liked by your classmates?
20.6 36.7 122
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TABLE V (concluded)
FEARS OF OPINIONS, JUDGMENTS, AND ACTIONS OF OTHERS
THE PERCENTAGE OF BOYS AND GIRLS
AND THE TOTAL NUMBER ENCIRCLING EACH ITEM
No. % of % of Total
of Item Boys Girls No.
Item Marking Marking Marking
74. ARE YOU AFRAID that your
parents will be dissatis-
fied with your report card?
46.8 43.3 193
79. ARE YOU AFRAID of being de-
prived of something you de-
sire?
9.1 10.9 43
80. ARE YOU AFRAID of being
cheated?
9.6 11.4 45
Total 1718
"ARE YOU AFRAID of giving a short talk from the
stage of the auditorium to the school assembly" was marked
by 288 pupils, more than marked any other item* The per-
centages of boys and girls marking the item compared quite
favorably, with the percentage of girls somewhat higher.
A similar item, "ARE YOU AFRAID of giving a short talk be-
fore your classmates", ranked third in total number mark-
ing. The percentage of girls marking the item, 54-. 8, was
much greater than the 33 per cent of the boys marking it.
It appears then that junior-high-school pupils feel quite
self-conscious when addressing a group, the girls being
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especially affected. The item which ranked second on the
list was ’’ARE YOU AFRAID that your parents will be dissat-
isfied with your report card”. The percentage of boys
marking this item was slightly greater than the percent-
age of girls. Other items which showed a much greater
percentage of girls than boys were "ARE YOU AFRAID that
you will be laughed at by your classmates", "ARE YOU AFRAID
that you will be criticized", "ARE YOU AFRAID of gossip or
scandal being told about you", and "ARE YOU AFRAID of be-
ing laughed at because of your size". From this it would
appear that girls are more sensitive to the opinions and
actions of others than boys are. The low number of pupils
marking the items, "ARE YOU AFRAID of being treated un-
fairly", "ARE YOU AFRAID of being deprived of something
you desire", and "ARE YOU AFRAID of being cheated", indi-
cates that junior-high- school pupils have faith in the
honesty and fairness of others. They have few fears that
others will take advantage, and deprive them of things
which they desire or which belong to them.
The fear reactions of boys and girls of junior-high
school grades to strange circumstances and surroundings
are shown in Table VI,
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TABLE VI
FEARS OF STRANGE SURROUNDINGS
THE PERCENTAGE OF BOYS AND GIRLS
AND THE TOTAL ITO¥BER ENCIRCLING EACH ITEM
No. % of % of Total
of Item Boys Girls No.
Item Marking Marking Markini
12. DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR
WEEN you enter a hospital to
visit someone?
7.8 12.4 43
13 . DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR
WHEN you walk down a lighted
street after dark?
6.9 31.4 81
14. DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR
WHEN you walk down a lighted
street after dark and hear
footsteps behind you?
32.6 67.1 212
15 . DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR
WHEN everything seems unusu-
ally quiet?
10.6 19.2 64
17. DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR
WHEN you are jammed into a
small space by a crowd, per-
haps in a store, or on an el-
evator or bus?
8.7 11.9 44
18. DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR
V»/EEN you see moving shadows
while you are walking at
night?
30.7 55.2 183
20. DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR
WHEN you look out of the win-
dow and see the house enclosed
in fog?
0.0 4.7 10
76. ARE YOU AFRAID of storms when
you are in the house?
0.9 16,7 37
Total 674
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Every item in this category was marked by a higher
percentage of girls than boys. "DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF
FEAR WEEN you walk down a lighted street after dark and
hear footsteps behind you" was encircled by 212 pupils,
more than any other item of this type. The percentage of
girls marking this item was more than twice as large as
the percentage of boys. The item ranking second by total
number marking was also concerned with fears occurring
out-of-doors during darkness. It was "DO YOU HAVE A FEEL-
ING OF FEAR WHEN you see moving shadows while you are
walking at night" and was marked by I83 persons. The
number of pupils marking the other items was relatively
small, and "DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR WHEN you look
out of the window and see the house enclosed in fog" was
marked by ten girls and no boys.
As revealed in Table VII, some living things caused
fear in many persons, while other creatures caused few
fears.
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TABLE VII
FEARS OF LIVING THINGS
THE PERCENTAGE OF BOYS AND GIRLS
AND THE TOTAL NUNIBER ENCIRCLING EACH ITEM
No.
of
Item
Item
^ of ^ of
Boys Girls
Marking Marking
Total
No.
Marking
21. ARE YOU AFRAID of dogs? 3.2 11.4 31
33. ARE YOU AFRAID of snakes? 27.5 69.5 206
36. ARE YOU AFRAID of mice? 1.4 33.8 74
61. ARE YOU AFRAID of horses? 2.8 4.3 15
65. ARE YOU AFRAID of spiders? 16.5 47.1 135
Total 461
Fear of snakes was expressed by 206 pupils, the
percentage of girls being more than twice as great as the
percentage of boys* Fear of spiders was marked by 135 per-
sons, and the percentage of girls was nearly three times
as great as that of the boys. More than one third of the
girls indicated fear of mice, while only 1.4 per cent of
the boys marked that item. Only fifteen persons expressed
fear of horses, and thirty-one expressed fear of dogs.
Table VIII shows that no item in the classification,
"Fears of bodily harm", was marked by as many as one fourth
of the pupils
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TABLE VIII
FEARS OF BODILY HARM
THE PERCENTAGE OF BOYS AND GIRLS
AND THE TOTAL NUl/IBER ENCIRCLING EACH ITEM
No. % of % of Total
of Item Boys Girls No.
Item Marking Marking Markini
4. ARE YOU AFRAID of drowning
when riding across a lake
or large pond in a rowboat?
11.9 31.4 92
7. ARE YOU AFRAID that you may
become ill and suffer great
pain?
12.4 12.9 54
19. DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR 3.7
VffiEN you play games,— be-
cause you might be injured?
3.3 15
28. ARE YOU AFRAID that you may
get an incurable disease?
22.0 23.8 98
^3. DO YOU OFTEN FEAR that you
might be kidnapped?
4.1 21.0 53
49. DO YOU OFTEN FEAR that you
may choke?
4.6 8,6 28
71. ARE YOU AFRAID that you may
faint or become unconscious?
2.3 9.5 25
75. ARE YOU AFRAID that you may
die young?
12.8 21.9 74
83. ARE YOU AFRAID of dying? 13.3 19.0 69
84. ARE YOU AFRAID of smother-
ing?
17.9 16.7 74
Total 582
"ARE YOU AFRAID that you may get an incurable dis-
ease" was marked by ninety-eight boys and girls, more than
any other item in the category. The percentages of boys
and girls marking this item were nearly equal. The second
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item in order by the total number marking was “ARE YOU
AFRAID of drowning when riding across a lake or large pond
in a rowboat". It was encircled by ninety-two pupils, the
percentage of girls being more than twice as great as the
percentage of boys. Fear of kidnapping was expressed by
21 per cent of the girls but by only 4 per cent of the boys.
Table IX indicates the percentage and number of
pupils expressing fears of certain types of people.
TABLE IX
FEARS OF CERTAIN TYPES OF PEOPLE
THE PERCENTAGE OF BOYS AND GIRLS
AND TEE TOTAL NUilBER ENCIRCLING EACH ITEM
No. % of % of Total
of Item Boys Girls No.
I tern Marking Marking Marking
.
C\J ARE YOU AFRAID of drunken
people who are not bother-
ing you?
8.3 36.7 95
34 . ARE YOU AFRAID of people
whose faces are scarred?
1.4 7.6 19
64
. ARE YOU AFRAID of talking
to a doctor who came to your
home to treat someone for a
minor illness?
3.7 11.0 31
Total 145
"ARE YOU AFRAID of drunken people who are not both-
ering you" was marked by ninety-five pupils. However,
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only 8,3 per cent of the boys marked this item. Only
thirty-one people expressed fear of the doctor, but fewer
than that, or nineteen people marked the item, "ARE YOU
AFRAID of people whose faces are scarred".
The distribution among items of "Fears for the
health and well-being of others" is shown in Table X.
TABLE X
FEARS FOR HEALTH AND Y/ELL-BEING OF OTHERS
THE PERCENTAGE OF BOYS AND GIRLS
AND THE TOTAL NUl/IBER ENCIRCLING EACH ITEM
No. % of % of Total
of Item Boys Girls No.
Item Marking Marking Marking
29. ARE YOU AFRAID that one of
your parents may work too
hard?
34.9 40.5 I6l
41. DO YOU OFTEN FEAR that your
parents might become di-
vorced?
10.6 13.8 52
42. DO YOU OFTEN FEAR that you
might lose your best friend
in some manner?
17.9 16.2 73
44. DO YOU OFTEN FEAR that your
parents might die?
41.7 54.3 205
45. DO YOU OFTEN FEAR that your
parents might lose all of
their money or property?
13.8 13.8 59
55. ARE YOU AFRAID that your pet
may die?
17.0 19.5 78
Total 628
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Concern over the welfare of parents ranked high in
this category, and was indicated often by both boys and
girls, although the percentage of girls was somewhat higher.
"DO YOU OFTEN FEAR that your parents might die” was marked
by 205 pupils, and ”ARE YOU AFRAID that one of your par-
ents may work too hard" was marked by I6I. Fears concern-
ing loss of property, pets, best friends, and divorce of
parents were marked by total numbers ranging from fifty-
two through seventy-eight, which indicates that these
worries are not so common.
As shown in Table XI, many pupils of both sexes
expressed fears of personal inadequacy. Seven of the
twenty-two items were encircled by more than one hundred
people. The percentage of boys marking four of the items
was greater than the percentage of girls. Boys were more
concerned than girls about assuming expected responsibil-
ities, accepting deserved punishment, dating, and dancing
at a party. The percentage of boys marking "ARE YOU AFRAID
to ask a girl for a date" was more than twice as large as
the percentage of girls marking "ARE YOU AFRAID to accept
a date with a boy". Since this is the only category in
which the boys’ percentage is higher than the girls’ on a
number of items, it seems that fear of personal inadequacy
may be one of the more common types among boys.
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TABLE XI
FEARS OF PERSONAL INADEQUACY
THE PERCENTAGE OF BOYS AND GIRLS
AND THE TOTAL NUl^IBER ENCIRCLING EACH ITEM
No. % of % of Total
of Item Boys Girls No.
Item Marking Marking Marking
2. ARE YOU AFRAID that someone
will discover your faults?
17.4 22,4 85
3. ARE YOU AFRAID that you won't
look as nice as other boys
or girls?
11.5 34.3 97
23 . ARE YOU AFRAID of meeting a
new person socially?
9.2 13.8 49
25 . ARE YOU AFRAID of assuming
responsibility which is ex-
pected of you?
6.0 3.8 21
•
CM ARE YOU AFRAID of making an
error?
21.1 22.4 93
35 . ARE YOU AFRAID of carrying
on a conversation with one
of the opposite sex?
12.8 19.0 68
37. ARE YOU AFRAID of accepting
punishment which you deserve?
10.1 7.6 38
40. ARE YOU AFRAID of something
which you have done in the
past?
28.9 29.0 124
59. ARE YOU AFRAID that you might
do something to hurt someone?
27.5 38.6 141
62. ARE YOU AFRAID of going to a
party alone?
15.1 29.5 95
6B, ARE YOU AFRAID of doing some-
thing which may damage your
reputation?
19.3 29.5 104
69 . ARE YOU AFRAID of getting
married?
11.5 11.9 50
70. ARE YOU AFRAID of talking too
much?
10.1 18.6 61
73. ARE YOU AFRAID of tackling a
new subject?
6.0 8.6 31
77. ARE YOU AFRAID of talking to
new people?
6.0 14.3 43
.
00 ARE YOU AFRAID of growing up? 1.8 5.7 16
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TABLE XI (concluded)
FEARS OF PERSONAL INADEQUACY
THE PERCENTAGE OF BOYS AND GIRLS
AND THE TOTAL NUMBER ENCIRCLING EACH ITEM
No. % of % of Total
of Item Boys Girls No.
Item Marking Marking Marking
00
1
ro
• ARE YOU AFRAID of poor marks
on tests?
36.7 50.5 186
86. (Boys) ARE YOU AFRAID that a
girl would not go to a party
with you, if you invited her?
(Girls) ARE YOU AFRAID that
a boy will never ask you for
a date?
22.5 35.2 123
•
00 (Boys) ARE YOU AFRAID to ask
a girl for a date?
(Girls) ARE YOU AFRAID to ac-
cept a date with a boy?
41.3 20.0 132
88. ARE YOU AFRAID to dance with
a boy/girl at a party?
26.1 20.0 99
89. (Boys) ARE YOU AFRAID that
you will not be able to earn
a living for your family
when you grow up?
(Girls) ARE YOU AFRAID that
you will be an "old maid"?
11.9
\
21.4 71
90. ARE YOU AFRAID that you will
make a poor impression on a
boy/girl?
39.0 52.8 196
Total 1923
Regarding personal inadequacy, the item marked by
the greatest number was "ARE YOU AFRAID that you will make
a poor impression on a boy/girl". This item was marked by
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196 boys and girls; the percentage of girls was somewhat
higher* The next item in order of rank was "ARE YOU AFRAID
of poor marks on tests", which was encircled by 186 pupils.
"ARE YOU AFRAID that you might do something to hurt some-
one" was third, and the item concerning dating was fourth.
Other items marked by a high number were "ARE YOU AFRAID
of something which you have done in the past"
,
"ARE YOU
AFRAID that a girl would not go to a party with you, if
you invited her" or "ARE YOU AFRAID that a boy will never
ask you for a date", "ARE YOU AFRAID of doing something
which may damage your reputation", "ARE YOU AFRAID to dance
with a boy/girl at a party", "ARE YOU AFRAID that you won't
look as nice as other boys or girls", "ARE YOU AFRAID of
going to a party alone", and "ARE YOU AFRAID of making an
error", in that order. Fear of growing up was marked by
the smallest number, sixteen people. Other items marked
only a few times were "ARE YOU AFRAID of assuming respon-
sibility which is expected of you" and "ARE YOU AFRAID of
tackling a new subject", which would indicate that our
boys and girls are being prepared to face new situations
with little fear.
Table XII shov;s how the 899 items encircled in the
category, "Fears of height, depth, speed, motion, and
noise"
,
were distributed
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TABLE XII
FEARS OF HEIGHT, DEPTH, SPEED, MOTION, AND NOISE
THE PERCENTAGE OF BOYS AND GIRLS
AND THE TOTAL NUMBER ENCIRCLING EACH ITEM
No. % of % of Total
of Item Boys Girls No.
Item Marking Marking Marking
5. ARE YOU AFRAID of riding in
a car at a high rate of
speed?
13.3 32.4 97
9. ARE YOU AFRAID to climb to
high places?
23.4 l8,6 90
11. DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR
WHEN you hear dogs howling at
night?
2.3 8.1 22
16. DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR
WHEN you hear the sounds of
the fire engines at night?
2.3 12.4 32
30, ARE YOU AFRAID to look down
from high places?
24.8 28.1 113
51. ARE YOU AFRAID to ride over
a high bridge?
9.3 16.7 55
52. ARE YOU AFRAID to go through
a long tunnel?
1.8 12.4 31
53. ARE YOU AFRAID to ride through
the subway?
1.4 10.0 24
54. ARE YOU AFRAID to ride in an
airplane?
10.1 30.0 85
56, ARE YOU AFRAID to ride in a
fast elevator?
5.0 12.4 38
57. ARE YOU AFRAID to ride on a
roller coaster?
37.6 61.0 210
00
. ARE YOU AFRAID to ride on a
motorcycle?
15.1 32.9 102
Total 899
Fear of speed and height seemed to predominate in
this category. Fear of riding on a roller coaster was
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marked most often, and was followed by fear of looking down
from high places and fear of riding on a motorcycle, in
that order. The percentage of girls marking was greater
for every item excepting "ARE YOU AFRAID to climb to high
places", in which case 23.4- per cent of the boys marked the
item, compared with only 18,6 per cent of the girls.
As shown in Table XIII, junior-high-school pupils
sometimes fear insecurity.
TABLE XIII
FEARS OF INSECURITY
TEE PERCENTAGE OF BOYS AND GIRLS
AND THE TOTAL NUMBER ENCIRCLING EACH ITEM
No. % of % of Total
of Item Boys Girls No.
Item Marking Marking Marking
6. ARE YOU AFRAID that war may
come again?
26.1 37.6 136
39. ARE YOU AFRAID of your par-
ents ’ not having enough money
to take care of you?
9.2 14.8 51
67. ARE YOU AFRAID of what your
future life may be like?
11.0 21.0 68
81. ARE YOU AFRAID of not having
any friends?
18.8 22.9 89
85. ARE YOU AFRAID of being left
out of things?
18.4 33.3 110
Total 454
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Both boys and girls expressed fear of another war,
as their greatest concern in this category. Fear of being
left out of things ranked second, and fear of having no
friends was third.
Table XIV indicates that boys and girls of junior-
high-school age do have fears caused by the imagination.
TABLE XIV
FEARS FROM IMAGINATION
THE PERCENTAGE OF BOYS AND GIRLS
AND THE TOTAL NUMBER ENCIRCLING EACH ITEM
No. $ of % of Total
of I tern Boys Girls No.
Item Marking Marking Harking
46. Are you afraid that the world
may come to an end?
9.2 20.5 63
47. If a fortune teller said that
something unfortunate would
happen to you, would you
worry about it?
2.8 12.4 33
.
CO Are you afraid to listen to a
spooky radio program when you
are at home alone?
20.2 4-7.6 144
50. Are you frightened by news-
paper items which tell of
things which might destroy
our country?
17.0 37.1 115
Total 355
The percentage of girls marking each item was twice
as large as the percentage of boys, showing that girls ex-
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perience many more imaginary fears than boys do. Fear of
listening to a spooky radio program while at home alone was
expressed by 144 pupils, while 115 were frightened by news-
paper items telling of things which might destroy our
country.
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CHAPTER IV
MOST COUPON FEARS
Since the items within categories were marked by
varying numbers of pupils, it seemed necessary to study
the items individually. They were examined to discover
those encircled by more than 20 per cent of the population
in order to determine the most common fears among junior-
high-school pupils. The items were then arranged in
rank order, regardless of category,
FEARS MOST COMLCON TO ALL PUPILS
Table XV shows the arrangement of items marked by
more than 20 per cent of the pupils. There were thirty-
eight items, representative of all ten categories. The
most popular categories were "Fears of opinions, judgments,
and actions of others", "Fears of personal inadequacy",
"Fears of insecurity", and "Fears from imagination". More
than 50 per cent of the items in these four categories
appeared among the first thirty-eight listed in order of
rank
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TABLE XV
ITEMS ENCIRCLED BY
MORE THAN 20 PER CENT OF TEE POPULATION
ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER
Rank Item No. %
Order No. Item Marking Marking
1. 8. ARE YOU AFRAID of giving a
short talk from the stage
of the auditorium to the
school assembly?
288 67.3
2. 14. DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF
FEAR V/HEN you walk down a
lighted street after dark
and hear footsteps behind
you?
212 49.5
3. 57. ARE YOU AFRAID to ride on
a roller coaster?
210 49.0
4. 33. ARE YOU AFRAID of snakes? 206 48.1
5. 44. DO YOU OFTEN FEAR that
your parents might die?
205 47.9
6. 90. ARE YOU AFRAID that you
will make a poor impres-
sion on a boy/girl?
196 45.6
7. 74. ARE YOU AFRAID that your
parents will be dissatis-
fied v/ith your report
card?
193 45.1
8. 1. ARE YOU AFRAID of giving a
short talk before your
classmates?
187 43.7
9. 82. ARE YOU AFRAID of poor
marks on tests?
186 4-3.5
10. 18. DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF
FEAR WEEN you see moving
shadows while you are
walking at night?
183 42.8
11. 29. ARE YOU AFRAID that one of
your parents may work too
hard?
161 37.6
12. 63. ARE YOU AFRAID of your prin-
cipal, when you have been sent
to his office for misbehavior?
145 33.9
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TABLE XV (continued)
ITEMS ENCIRCLED BY
MORE THAN 20 PER CENT OF THE POPULATION
ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER
Rank
Order
Item
No. Item
No. %
Marking Marking
13. 48. ARE YOU AFRAID to listen
to a spooky radio program
when you are at home alone?
144 33.6
14. 59. ARE YOU AFRAID that you
might do something to hurt
someone?
141 32.9
15 . 6. ARE YOU AFRAID that war
may come again?
136 31.8
16. 65. ARE YOU AFRAID of spiders? 135 31.5
17. 87. (Boys) ARE YOU AFRAID to
ask a girl for a date?
(Girls) ARE YOU AFRAID to
accept a date with a boy?
132 30.8
18. 38. ARE YOU AFRAID of gossip
or scandal being told about
you?
131 30.6
19. 10. ARE YOU AFRAID that you
will be laughed at by your
classmates?
127 29.7
20. 40. ARE YOU AFRAID of something
which you have done in the
past?
124 29.0
21. 86
.
(Boys) ARE YOU AFRAID that
a girl would not go to a
party with you, if you in-
vited her?
(Girls) ARE YOU AFRAID that
a boy will never ask you for
a date?
123 28.7
22. 72. ARE YOU AFRAID of being dis-
liked by your classmates?
122 28.5
23. 50. Are you frightened by news- 115 26.9
paper items which tell of
things which might destroy
our country?
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TABLE XV (continued)
ITEMS ENCIRCLED BY
MORE THAN 20 PER CENT OF THE POPULATION
ARRANGED IN RAI^ ORDER
Rank
Order
Item
No. Item
No. %
Marking Marking
24. 30. ARE YOU AFRAID to look
down from high places?
113 26.4
25. 85. ARE YOU AFRAID of being
left out of things?
110 25.7
26
.
68 . ARE YOU AFRAID of doing
something which may dam-
age your reputation?
104 24.3
27. 58. ARE YOU AFRAID to ride
on a motorcycle?
102 23.8
28 . 22 . ARE YOU AFRAID of ask-
ing a stranger for a job?
100 23.4
29. 88 . ARE YOU AFRAID to dance
with a boy/girl at a
party?
99 23.1
30. 28. ARE YOU AFRAID that you
may get an incurable dis-
ease?
98 22.9
31. 3. ARE YOU AFRAID that you
won't look as nice as
other boys or girls?
97 22.7
32. 5. ARE YOU AFRAID of riding
in a car at a high rate
of speed?
97 22.7
33. 24. ARE YOU AFRAID of drunken
people who are not both-
ering you?
95 22.2
34. 62. ARE YOU AFRAID of going
to a party alone?
95 22.2
35. 27. ARE YOU AFRAID of making
an error?
93 21.7
36. 4. ARE YOU AFRAID of drown-
ing when riding across a
lake or large pond in a
rowboat?
92 21.5
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TABLE XV (concluded)
ITEMS ENCIRCLED BY
% MORE THAN 20 PER CENT OF THE POPULATIONARRANGED IN RANK ORDER 1
Rank
Order
Item
No, Item
No.
Marking
%
Marking
37. 9. ARE YOU AFRAID to
to high places?
climb 90 21.5
38, 81. ARE YOU AFRAID of
any friends?
not having 89 20.8
Total 5276
The item encircled most frequently was "ARE YOU
AFRAID of giving a short talk from the stage of the audi-
torium to the assembly", which was marked by 288 of the 428
pupils to whom the inventory was administered. Four other
items marked by more than two hundred pupils were "DO YOU
HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR WHEN you walk down a lighted street
after dark and hear footsteps behind you", "ARE YOU AFRAID
to ride on a roller coaster", "ARE YOU AFRAID of snakes",
and "DO YOU OFTEN FEAR that your parents might die", which
appeared in that rank order.
That ^unior-high-school boys and girls worry about
the opinions and actions of others is indicated by the ap-
pearance of such items as "ARE YOU AFRAID of giving a short
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talk from the stage of the auditorium to the school assem-
bly”, "ARE YOU AFRAID that your parents will be dissatis-
fied with your report card", "ARE YOU AFRAID of giving a
short talk before your classmates", "ARE YOU AFRAID of your
principal, when you have been sent to his office for mis-
behavior", "ARE YOU AFRAID of gossip or scandal being told
about you"
,
"ARE YOU AFRAID that you will be laughed at by
your classmates", "ARE YOU AFRAID of being disliked by your
classmates", and "ARE YOU AFRAID of asking a stranger for
a job" among those marked by 20 per cent of the pupils.
School problems also cause anxiety among pupils of this age
level, as illustrated by the percentage marking "ARE YOU
AFRAID that your parents will be dissatisfied with your re-
port card", "ARE YOU AFRAID of poor marks on tests", "ARE
YOU AFRAID that you will be laughed at by your classmates",
and "ARE YOU AFRAID of making an error". The presence of
items regarding impressions made on boys and girls, asking
for and accepting dates, inviting girls to parties, never
being asked for a date, and dancing at a party, among those
marked by 20 per cent shows that boy-girl relationships
cause much concern among junior-high-school pupils,
MOST COMIi/ION FEARS ACCORDING TO SEX
As shown in Table XVI, there is a marked difference
in fears according to sex.
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TABLE XVI
ITEMS ENCIRCLED BY
MORE THAN 20 PER CENT OF THE POPULATION
ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER ACCORDING TO SEX
Item
No. Item
Rank
Boys
Order
Girls
8. ARE YOU AFRAID of giving a short
talk from the stage of the audi-
torium to the school assembly?
1 1
14. DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR WHEN
you walk down a lighted street af-
ter dark and hear footsteps behind
you?
11 3
57. ARE YOU AFRAID to ride on a roller
coaster?
6 4
33. ARE YOU AFRAID of snakes? 14 2
44. DO YOU OFTEN FEAR that your parents
might die?
3 7
90. ARE YOU AFRAID that you will make
a poor impression on a boy/girl?
5 8
74. ARE YOU AFRAID that your parents
will be dissatisfied with your
report card?
2 12
1. ARE YOU AFRAID of giving a short
talk before your classmates?
10 6
00 ro
. ARE YOU AFRAID of poor marks on
tests?
7 9
18. DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR WEEN
you see moving shadows while you
are walking at night?
12 5
29. ARE YOU AFRAID that one of your
parents may work too hard?._
9 15
63. ARE YOU AFRAID of your principal,
when you have been sent to his
office for misbehavior?
8 26
48. ARE YOU AFRAID to listen to a
spooky radio program when you are
at home alone?
25 10
59. ARE YOU AFRAID that you might do
something to hurt someone?
15 16
6. ARE YOU AFRAID that war may come 16-17 17
again?
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TABLE XVI (continued)
ITEMS ENCIRCLED BY
MORE THAN 20 PER CENT OF THE POPULATION
ARRANGED IN RANTC ORDER ACCORDING TO SEX
Item
No. Item
Rank
Boys
Order
Girls
65. ARE YOU AFRAID of spiders? 32 11
87. (Boys) ARE YOU AFRAID to ask a
cri T»1 Pn?’ a HaPa*?
(Girls) ARE YOU*AFRAID to accept
a date with a boy?
4 36-37
38. ARE YOU AFRAID of gossip or
scandal being told about you?
26-27 13
10 . ARE YOU AFRAID that you will be
laughed at by your classmates?
28-29 14
40 . ARE YOU AFRAID of something which
you have done in the past?
13 30
86
. (Boys) ARE YOU AFRAID that a girl
would not go to a party with you,
if you invited her?
(Girls) ARE YOU AFRAID that a boy
will never ask you for a date?
20 21
72. ARE YOU AFRAID of being disliked
by your classmates?
50. Are you frightened by newspaper
items which tell of things which
might destroy our country?
30 , ARE YOU AFRAID to look down from
high places?
85. ARE YOU AFRAID of being left out
of things?
68 , ARE YOU AFRAID of doing something
which may damage your reputation?
58 , ARE YOU AFRAID to ride on a motor-
cycle?
22 , ARE YOU AFRAID of asking a stran-
ger for a job?
88
. ARE YOU AFRAID to dance with a
boy/girl at a party?
28. ARE YOU AFRAID that you may get
an incurable disease?
23-24 19-20
31 18
18
30
31
23
26-27 28-29
33-34 24
23-24 32
16-17 36-37
21 33
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TABLE XVI (concluded)
ITEMS ENCIRCLED BY
MORE THAN 20 PER CENT OF THE POPULATION
ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER ACCORDING TO SEX
Item
No. Item
Rank
Boys
Order
Girls
3. ARE YOU AFRAID that you won’t look
as nice as other boys or girls?
37 22
5. ARE YOU AFRAID of riding in a car
at a high rate of speed?
35 25
24. ARE YOU AFRAID of drunken people
who are not bothering you?
38 19-20
62. ARE YOU AFRAID of going to a party
alone?
33-34 28-29
27. ARE YOU AFRAID of making an error? 22 35
4. ARE YOU AFRAID of drov/ning when
riding across a lake or large pond
in a rowboat?
36 27
9. ARE YOU AFRAID to climb to high
places?
19 38
1
00
1
• ARE YOU AFRAID of not having any
friends?
28-29 34
”ARE YOU AFRAID of giving a short talk from the
stage of the auditorium to the school assembly” held first
rank among both boys and girls. This was the only item
which assumed the same position for both sexes. The items
pertaining to fears of strange surroundings held higher
rank among the girls, "DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR ’^lEN
you walk down a lighted street after dark and hear footsteps
behind you" and "DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR VfflEN you see
moving shadows while you are walking at night", holding
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third and fifth positions, respectively. Fears of living
things were also common among girls, as indicated by "ARE
YOU AFRAID of snakes" in second position and "ARE YOU AFRAID
of spiders" in eleventh. The boys expressed more concern
than the girls over the feelings and welfare of their par-
ents. "ARE YOU AFRAID that your parents will be dissatis-
fied with your report card" was second in rank order among
the boys, and "DO YOU OFTEN FEAR that your parents might
die" was third. "ARE YOU AFRAID that one of your parents
may work too hard" was ninth in rank order among the boys,
but was fifteenth among the girls. Many boys expressed
fear of asking a girl for a date, since this item was fourth
in rank order; the number of girls expressing fear of ac-
cepting a date was much smaller, since it was thirty-sixth
in rank order. However, the other items concerning boy-
girl relationships held somewhat similar positions among
both boys and girls.
Tabulations of the items according to grade were
made, but there were no significant differences, so the
tables have not been included in this study. This was also
true of the tabulations made according to age.

CHAPTER V
MOST SIGNIFICANT AND SECRET FEARS
The data indicating most significant fears were pro-
cured by counting the individual items underlined as things
most feared on each inventory. The totals were examined for
range, and the mean, median, and quartiles were computed for
all cases, and by sex and grade. The secret fears were dis-
covered by examining Section B of Part II of the inventory.
Direct quotations were taken from the inventories and have
been included in this study.
MEASUREMENTS OF SIGNIFICANT FEARS
As shown in Table XVII, the range of items under-
lined and the measurements of central tendency varied accord-
ing to sex and grade.
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TABLE XVII
NUMERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF ITEMS UNDERLII^D
AS MOST SIGNIFICANT FEARS
REPORTED BY SEX AND GRADE
FOR JUNI 0R-HI(2i-SCH00L PUPILS
Group Range Mean Median Ql '^3
Total Cases 10 5.27 3.07 1.63 7.07
Boys 0-24 3.22 1.46 .88 4.43
Girls 0-44 4.29 5.15 2.35 9.08
Grade Seven 0-44 4.49 2.19 1.34 5.58
Grade Eight 0-38 6.52 4.05 1.97 8.58
Grade Nine 0-29 4.97 3.59 1.77 7.18
Tabulation of the items underlined as significant
fears showed that the number of items underlined by any one
person ranged from zero through forty-four. The range for
boys ran somewhat lower, extending from zero through twenty-
four. The seventh-graders showed the greatest range accord-
ing to grade, zero through forty-four; while the smallest
range was shown by the ninth-graders, zero through twenty-
nine.
The mean, or average score, for the total group was
5.27 items underlined. The mean for the girls was higher
than that of the boys. According to grade, the highest mean
was obtained by the eighth-graders, and the lowest by the
seventh-graders. However, there was little difference be-

tween grades in any of these measures, since the median and
quartile measurements followed closely the pattern assumed
by the mean.
ITEMS OF MOST SIGNIFICANCE
Table XVIII shows the arrangement of individual items
underlined by more than 10 per cent of the pupils.
TABLE XVIII
ITEMS UNDERLINED BY
MORE THAN 10 PER CENT OF THE POPULATION
ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER
Rank Item Ho. $
Order No, Item Marking Marking
1 . 33. ARE YOU AFRAID of snakes? 102 23.8
2 . 44. DO YOU OFTEN FEAR that your 100 23.3
3. 8 .
parents may die?
ARE YOU AFRAID of giving a 91 21.3
(4. 14,
short talk from the stage of
the auditorium to the school
assembly?
DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR 68 15 . 9 )
(
(
(
(5. 57.
WEEN you walk down a lighted
street after dark and hear
footsteps behind you?
ARE YOU AFRAID to ride on a 68
)
)
)
15 . 9 )
6. 18.
roller coaster?
DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR 65 15.2
7. 90.
WHEN you see moving shadows
as you are walking at night?
ARE YOU AFRAID that you will 60 14.0
8. 82.
make a poor impression on a
boy/girl?
ARE YOU AFRAID of poor marks 58 12.6
on tests?
/
1;
TABLE XVIII (continued)
ITEMS UNDERLINED BY
MORE THAN 10 PER CENT OF THE POPULATION
ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER
Rank Item No. %
Order No. Item Marking Marking
9. 29. ARE YOU AFRAID that one of 54 12.6
your parents may work too
hard?
10. 65. ARE YOU AFRAID of spiders? 51 11.9
11. 1. ARE YOU AFRAID of giving a
short talk before your class-
mates?
50 11.7
12. 6. ARE YOU AFRAID that war may
come again?
45 10.5
Since only three items were underlined by more than
20 per cent of the pupils, all of those underlined by more
than 10 per cent have been included in Table XVIII. "ARE
YOU AFRAID of snakes" is first in rank order, closely fol-
lowed by "DO YOU OFTEN FEAR that your parents may die" and
"ARE YOU AFRAID of giving a short talk from the stage of the
auditorium to the school assembly", in that order. No items
were drawn from the categories, "Fears of Bodily harm",
"Fears of certain types of people", or "Fears from imagina-
tion". The items of these three categories evidently are
existing fears, but are not things which are most feared by
junior-high-school pupils. Items from all other categories
I
*•>
were underlined as things most feared. Those items con-
cerned with the opinions of others, fears of living things,
and worry over health and well-being of parents seem to be
the most frequent.
As shown in Table XIX, the rank order of items chosen
most frequently as ‘'worst'* fears varies somewhat between
boys and girls.
r
TABLE XIX
ITEMS UNDERLINED BY
MORE THAN 10 PER CENT OF THE POPULATION
ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER ACCORDING TO SEX
I tern
No. Item
Rank
Boys
Order
Girls
33. ARE YOU AFRAID of snakes? 5 1
44 . DO YOU OFTEN FEAR that your parents
may die?
1 2
8. ARE YOU AFRAID of giving a short
talk from the stage of the auditorium
to the school assembly?
2 3-4
14 . DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR MEN
you walk down a lighted street after
dark and hear footsteps behind you?
10 3-4
57. ARE YOU AFRAID to ride on a roller
coaster?
6 5-6
00
.
DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR WHEN
you see moving shadows while you
are walking at night?
9 5-6
90. ARE YOU AFRAID that you will make
a poor impression on a boy/girl?
3 10
82. ARE YOU AFRAID of poor marks on
tests?
7-8 7
29. ARE YOU AFRAID that one of your
parents may work too hard?
4 11
65. ARE YOU AFRAID of spiders? 11-12 8
1. ARE YOU AFRAID of giving a short
talk before your classmates?
11-12 9
6. ARE YOU AFRAID that war may come
again?
7-8 12
The item underlined most frequently by the boys was
"DO YOU OFTEN FEAR that your parents may die"; this item
held second place on the girls’ list. "ARE YOU AFRAID of
giving a short talk from the stage of the auditorium to the

school assembly" ranked second for the boys, and tied for
third for the girls. The third item on the boys’ list was
"ARE YOU AFRAID that you will make a poor impression on a
boy/girl"; this item ranked tenth on the girls' list. For
the girls, "ARE YOU AFRAID of snakes" was first in rank or-
der, while on the boys' list this item ranked fifth. Fear
of a parent's working too hard was underlined by many of the
boys, so that it was fourth in rank order. Not so many
girls expressed this as one of their greatest fears, so it
held eleventh place on their list. This tabulation seems
to confirm the statement that boys worry more than girls
over the well-being of their parents.
SECRET FEARS
Upon examination of the inventories for secret fears,
it was discovered that they were many and of various kinds.
There were so many different types that it seemed better to
extract quotations from the inventories than to attempt to
classify them into groups. On the following pages are some
of the quotations;
"I am afraid that someone will find out something I
have done in the past, which I realize now wasn't
right."
"I am afraid that if I don't get down to business
for God, I won't be ready when God comes."

”I would like to learn how to swim but I am afraid
of water. I do not go to the beach much for that
reason. I am so fearful of it that I can't even fill
my hands with water and bring them up to my face."
"My great fear is of spiders. I am so afraid of
them that sometimes when one is on me and I see it, I
turn white and scream, I can not stand the looks of
them because they look so creepy and it makes me shiver
even to think of one."
"My special fear is that I might lose my father in
death. My mother is dead and if my father should die
I would be left with no one in the world."
"I fear my mother for the things she says and does,
I dread going home from school because I know what is
in store for me. My mother is very pretty and only
thirty-eight. She acts about nineteen. I only wish
I had been born with a loving mother and father who
would be at least friendly and not just waiting for
me to get out of their lives."
"My fear of fire is hereditary. Everyone in my
family is afraid of fire, all except my mother. Every
time my sisters or I go near the fire my father always
tells us about the time his mother burnt to death
while standing around the stove. That is why no one
in my family goes near the stove."

"What I fear most is going out in a boat in the
water, I love water and I love to swim but I am afraid
of going out in a boat. When I was a little girl I was
out in a row boat and almost droYmed. The boat was
sinking gradually."
"A little bug known as the spider is about the only
thing this side of Heaven that I'm afraid of. Ever
since I was a little child I have hated them."
"I become frightened when I think that soon I must
look for a job. I often wonder what to do or say. I'm
afraid of giving the wrong impression; sometimes I just
do something impulsively that I would never think of
doing otherwise."
"Whenever I have to go to a party or somewhere where
there are a lot of people I get frightened and don't
go unless someone else goes with me."
"Sometimes when my mother works later than usual I
get frightened that something has happened to her."
"I am afraid that I will never get to go to college,
that I will just make a mistake in going, that other
children will be more qualified than I am."
"I am afraid when the telephone rings late at night
that one of our relatives has died or there has been
an accident. This feeling makes me sick inside and
sometimes I have to bite myself to keep from crying."

"I am afraid of having to get adjusted in high
school."
"When my aunt and mother have a fight I'm afraid
of T/hat my aunt will do to my mother. It sounds silly
but it is true."
"I am afraid of hitting a person back because one
time another boy was bothering me and finally I belted
him so hard I knocked him down. Since then I can never
hit anyone unless in fun or boxing."
"Sometimes when around girls I am afraid of saying
something wrong or on a date walk on the wrong side of
the sidewalk or something like' that."
"I am afraid of breaking bones in my arms or legs
because I saw one of my friends fall off a wall about
twenty-five feet high onto a cement walk. He landed
on his elbow, and his arm was so smashed and mangled
it almost made me feel the pain too."
"I am afraid of going to high school because I am
not very forward. I hate to mix with a lot of people.
Ever since I was two years old I have gone with the
same chum."
"I am afraid of losing my parents because I lost my
real mother when I was young. My guardian, whom I
call 'Mother', is in her late fifties. I dread the
day she'll pass away."
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"In my life I have more of a complex than I have
a fear. Most of my time is spent worrying about my
next step,”
"When I go to a dance and people watch my feet I
get very self-conscious and then I'm afraid to go to
another dance or party because I will probably make
a mistake and everyone will notice it and laugh."
"This certain fear has been with me for the past
six years. I am afraid of losing my friends, not by
death or such things as that. I know that when my
school days are over I will lose my friends. I know
I'll have to go out and make new friends."
"A thing that frightens me most is the thought of
entering a new school. It frightens me because I do
not know any of the rules or any of the children ex-
cept a few of my friends and I keep worrying whether
or not they will be in my class."
"Whenever anyone in my family is sick and my mother
calls the doctor to come over I always manage to go
out some place until he leaves. ^When someone in my
family is in the hospital I never go up to visit. So
far I have never needed a doctor. I am afraid of in-
juries or of getting so badly hurt that I should need
medical care."

"I am afraid of ever having a baby,"
"My most secret fear is one of my teachers. I even
hate to go into her room."
"I am afraid that other people will find out that
I am adopted. Then they probably would not play with
me, or my girl friend might not like me any more."
"My secret fear is that my mother and father will
lose what they have worked for."
"I am afraid of my parents' being divorced, because
they fight a lot. I don't want them separated because
I love them dearly."
"My most secret fear is being left out of things.
When I am not selected for something, it hurts."
"I am afraid of the dark when I am in bed at night."
"I am afraid to talk seriously with my parents about
growing up."
From the preceding quotations it is evident that
the secret fears of junior-high-school pupils are of many
kinds. They range from childish fears of the dark to adult
fears of the hereafter, and include school problems, worries
over past events, anxiety over their parents, and fears of
the future.

)CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The following conclusions were drawn upon comple-
tion of the study:
1. The range for the number of items encircled as
existing fears extended from zero through seven-
ty-six, and varied according to sex and grade.
2. The girls encircled more existing fears than the
boys did.
3 . Items were encircled in all categories. General-
ly, the greatest numbers of items were marked in
the larger categories, but the highest percent-
ages of items per category were found for “Fears
of opinions, judgments, and actions of others"
and "Fears for the health and well-being of
others"
.
4. The lowest percentages of items per category
were found for "Fears of bodily harm" and "Fears
of certain types of people".
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5, The item encircled most often in each category
was:
1. ARE YOU AFRAID of giving a short talk from
the stage of the auditorium to the school
assembly?
2. DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR ^WHEN you walk
down a lighted street after dark and hear
footsteps behind you?
3. ARE YOU AFRAID of snakes?
4. ARE YOU AFRAID that you may get an incur-
able disease?
5. ARE YOU AFRAID of drunken people who are
not bothering you?
6. DO YOU OFTEN FEAR that your parents might
die?
7. ARE YOU AFRAID that you will make a poor
impression on a boy/girl?
8. ARE YOU AFRAID to ride on a roller coaster?
9. ARE YOU AFRAID that war may come again?
10, ARE YOU AFRAID to listen to a spooky radio
program when you are at home alone?
6. The item encircled least often in each category
was:
!• ARE YOU AFRAID of being deprived of some-
thing you desire?

2. DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR WHEN you look
out of the window and see the house enclosed
in fog?
3. ARE YOU AFRAID of horses?
4. DO YOU HAVE A FEELING OF FEAR Vi/HEN you play
games,—because you might be injured?
5. ARE YOU AFRAID of people whose faces are
scarred?
6. DO YOU OFTEN FEAR that your parents might
become divorced?
7. ARE YOU AFRAID of growing up?
8. ARE YOU AFRAID to ride through the subway?
9. ARE YOU AFRAID of your parents' not having
enough money to take care of you?
10.
If a fortune teller said that something un-
fortunate would happen to you, would you
worry about it?
7. Thirty-eight of the items were encircled by more
than 20 per cent of the pupils.
8. The thirty-eight items were representative of
all ten categories.
9. The types of fears marked most often were con-
cerned with the opinions and actions of others,
school problems, and boy-girl relationships.
10
The item encircled most often was "ARE YOU AFRAID

of giving a short talk from the stage of the
auditorium to the school assembly”, which held
first rank among both boys and girls.
11 . There is a marked difference in fears according
to sex.
12 . Fears of living things were more common among
girls, while boys expressed more concern over
the feelings and welfare of their parents.
13. There were no significant differences in types
of fears chosen, according to grade and age.
14 . The range for the number of items underlined as
significant fears extended from zero through
forty-four, and varied according to sex and
grade.
15. The girls underlined more items as significant
fears than the boys did.
16. The item underlined most often was ”ARE YOU
AFRAID of snakes”, which held first rank among
the girls and second place among the boys.
17. ”D0 YOU OFTEN FEAR that your parents may die”
was underlined most often by the boys.
18. Secret fears were identified as many and of
various kinds.
19. Secret fears ranged from childish fears of the
dark to fears of the hereafter, and included

school problems, worries over past events,
anxiety over parents, and fears of the future,
USES OF THE STUDY
Below are some of the uses which may be made of the
study, both in group guidance and individual counseling:
1, To aid the counselor in reviewing the variety
of problems which may be of concern to the stu-
dent,
2, To develop in guidance personnel a greater sen-
sitivity to the range and nature of pupils'
problems,
3 , To help locate the most prevalent problems ex-
pressed within a pupil group in order to guide
new developments in the guidance program,
4, To indicate the most common concerns among stu-
dents as a suggestion for discussion topics and
group activities most appropriate to the group,
5 , To provide an opening by which a teacher can
establish himself in an individual and personal
relationship to each of his pupils,
6, To stimulate each pupil to a quicker recog-
nition and analysis of his troubles,
7 , To aid the pupil in getting a perspective on
his problems.

8, To encourage some individuals to seek counsel
on personal problems through general group dis-
cussion of topics related to the common emo-
tional problems of the members,
9. To help to set the stage of readiness for group
discussion,
10, To serve as motivation for group discussion in
the area of mental health,
11, To provide an opportunity, especially in the area
of mental health, for pupils to express deep-
seated emotions and, in so doing, to find release
from inner tensions.
12, To provide effective practice in the technique
of problem solving,
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
1, Because of the difficulty of getting pupils to
express inner emotions, it is doubtful whether
the study has revealed many real secret fears,
2, Since the study is a subjective listing of fears,
nothing is known about the degree of emotionality
of the alleged "fears'*.
3, The study merely reveals the presence of certain
fears, and is not concerned with their origin or
any plans for overcoming them.
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4, The study does not attempt to distinguish be-
tween normal and abnormal fears.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
1. A study of the origin of the fears of a certain
group.
2. A study to determine the desirable and undesir-
able fears of a certain group.
3. A study of the methods of overcoming undesirable
fears.
4. A study of the manifestations of certain fears
in particular individuals.
5 . The planning of a unit as an outgrowth of this
study, to be used in group guidance.
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DIRECTIONS
Below Is a list of fears which often trouble all kinds of
people. Some people are afraid of certain things, and others are
not. You may be afraid of some things, and not afraid of others.
It Is very normal to have fears. This Inventory gives you an
opportunity to pick out the things you are afraid of. Be very
honest In marking your fears, because no one will knov; hov/ you
have ans\ifered since your name Is not on the Inventory, There are
rlg.ht or \fTonR ansv/ers. There are three things to do:
FIRST Read throu(^ the list of questions slovfly, and, v/hen you
come to one of your fears, draw a circle around the
number of that Item. For example. If you are afraid of
giving a short talk before your classmates, encircle the
number of the first Item, like this
—
ARE YOU AFRAID
Of giving a short talk before your classmates?
Go through the whole list in this way, encircling the
numbers of those Items of vjhlch you are afraid. If
there are any Items which you do not understand, place
a question mark before the numbers of those Items.
SECOND Vifhen you have been through the whole list, look back
over the Items .you have encircled, and pick out the ones
i^hlch frighten you most. Underline those Items. For
example. If, as you look back over all of the fears you
have encircled, you decide that "giving a short talk
before your classmates* Is one which troubles you most,
then underline the Item, like this—
ARE YOU AFRAID
(J*) of giving a short talk before your classmates?
THIRD VJhen you have completed the second step, turn to page 5
and follow the directions for Part II.
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AR'J YOT’ AFRMR
1. of clvlnG a oliort tall^ “before your classnates?
2. that soneone v/ill discover your faults?
3. that you won’t look as nice as other hoys or girls?
4. of drovming idien riding across a lake or large pond
in a rov/hoat?
5. of riding in a car at a high rate of speed?
6. that war may come again?
7. that you may become 111 and suffer great pain?
8. of giving a short talk from the stage of the audi-
torium to the school assembly?
9. to climb to high places?
lOo that you will be laughed at by your classmates?
DO YOU RAV-i; A FEULIRG OF FSAR mWl
11. you hear dogs howling at night?
12. you enter a hospital to visit someone?
13
o
you walk down a lighted street after dark?
14. you walk dovm a lighted street after dark and hear
footsteps behind you?
15* everything seems unusually quiet?
16. you hear the sounds of the fire engines at night?
17. you are jammed Into a small space by a crowd, perhaps
in a store, or on an elevator or bus?
18. you see moving shadov/s vdille you are vjalklng at night?
19. you play games,— because you might be Injured?
20. you look out of the v/lndow and see the house enclosed
In fog?
ARE YOU AFRAID OF
21. dogs?
22. askirig a stranger for a job?
23. meeting a new person socially?
24. drunken people who are not bothering you?
25. assuming responsibility which Is expected of you?
ARE YOU AFRAID
26. that you will be criticized?
27. of making an error?
28. that you may get an Incurable disease?
29. that one of your parents may v/ork too hard?
30. to look down from hl^ places?
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31 • discussing a poor mark vjlth any of your teachers?
32. discussing a personal problem with your counselor?
33. snakes?
34. people whose faces are scaurred?
35. carrying on a conversation v7lth one of the opposite
sex?
36. mice?
37. accepting punishment which you deserve?
3Q. gossip or scandal being told about you?
39. your parents' not having enough money to take care
of you?
40. something \-jhlch you have done in the past?
DO YOU OFTjH'T F2'\n TU\T
41. your parents might become divorced?.
42. you might lose your best friend in some manner?
43. you might be kidnapped?
44. your parents might die?
45. your parents might lose all of their money or
property?
46. Are you afraid that the world may come to an end?
47. If a fortune teller said that something unfortunate
v70uld happen to you, would you worry about it?
48. Are you afraid to listen to a spooky radio program
when you are at home alone?
49. Do you often fear that you may choke?
50. Are you frightened by newspaper items \ihlch tell of
things vjhlch might destroy our country?
ARrJ YOU AFRMD
51* to ride over a high bridge?
52. to go through a long tunnel?
53. to ride through the subv?ay?
54. to ride in an airplane?
55. that your pet may die?
56. to ride in a fast elevator?
57. to ride on a roller coaster?
58. to ride on a motorcycle?
59. that you might do something to hurt someone?
60. of being laughed at because of your size?
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61 . horses?
62
.
going to a party alone?
63. your principal, vjhen you have been sent to his
office for misbehavior?
,
64 . talking to a doctor who came to your home to treat
someone for a minor illness?
65. spiders?
66 . being treated unfairly?
67. x^at your future life may be like?
68 . doing something which may damage your reputation?
69 * getting married?
70 . talking too much?
ARE YOU AFRAID
71. that you may faint or become unconscious?
72. of being dTlsllked by your classmates?
73 * of tackling a new subject?
74. that your parents \-flll be dissatisfied with your
report card?
75. that you may die young?
76. of storms when you are In the house?
77 * of talking to new people?
78. of growing up?
79 . of being deprived of something you desire?
80 . of being cheated?
ARE YOU AFRAID OF
81 . not having any friends?
82. poor marks on tests?
83. dying?
84 . smothering?
85. being left out of things?
ARE YOU AFRAID (BOYS ONLY ANf7-'ER THESE)
86 . that a girl would not go to a party with you, If
you Invited her?
87. to ask a girl for a date?
88 . to dance with a girl at a party?
89. that you will not be able to earn a living for your
family when you grow up?
90. that you will make a poor Impression on a girl?
ARE YOU AFRAID (GIRLS OHLY ANST.:SR THESE)
86 . that a boy will never ask you for a date?
87. to accept a date with a boy?
88 . to dance with a boy at a party?
89. that you will be an ’’old maid”?
90. that you will make a poor Impression on a boy?
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DIRvOTIOTTS:
A. List below any fears which you have that did
not appear on the check list;
It
B. On the following lines vxrlte a few sentences
which describe vjhat you consider your most secret fear.
It may or may not have been on the check list. Since
your name Is not on this paper, no one v^lll know who
wrote It.
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DIRECTIONS FOR ADfi/IINISTERING
THE INVENTORY OF PERSONAL FEARS
THESE DIRECTIONS SHOULD BE CAREFULLY STUDIED BE-
FORE THE INVENTORY IS ADMINISTERED.
Before the booklets are distributed to the class,
the administrator should explain in her own words the sig-
nificance of the inventory. Boston University is conduc-
ting a study of the fears of students, especially junior-
high-school pupils. There are many phases to such a
study, one of the first being the discovery of the fears
of junior-high-school pupils. Miss Coulter is helping
in the study by preparing an inventory which should reveal
such fears. However, she needs your help in completing
the inventory. In doing this you also can help Boston
University in its study.
The foregoing discussion should be carried on in an
informal manner, and good rapport should exist between the
students and the counselor. The counselor should allow as
much time as is necessary to establish a good relationship,
since the results will be of little value unless this
exists. Be sure that the student understands that his name
is not to be written on the booklet.
The desks should be cleared, and each student should
have a pencil. The room should be quiet while the inven-
tory is being taken. During the course of the inventory,
the counselor should walk about the room to see that pupils
are working properly and without hesitation. She should
give a pupil the help necessary to get him to indicate the
answer in the correct manner.
When the class is ready, the counselor should hand
out the inventories. The sex, date, age, and grade should
be written in the proper spaces. Then the paragraphs under
"DIRECTIONS'* should be read with the pupils.
THERE IS NO TIME LIMIT ON THE INVENTORY, BUT THE
COUNSELOR SHOULD SEE THAT THE PUPIL WORKS WITHOUT HESI-
TATION AND COMPLETES IT.
D'/.iH3T8iiiri^CA fm avroiToaHiu
oHAS^ JA^lOeRSq 50 l^HOTFiavVII 3nT
-aci aaiojia Yjju^sHAo aa ajuc'is etiuii’Daaic aaaaT
.CaHSTSIKBiaA ^l YflOmVMI SHT saca
, 3«bIo or-:i Oj r>i£ t;^^S.2:ccQ eiolsa
-gl- &xi;t fei-iOTT :iTO aleXqxs bXixon’s orfX
-oifbnoo .,,io^novra siU Ic eoxif^onin
viisi’oscJiS ^ einsbrjJ’?. lo Eirsl 'i'"' \i>u^z b
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IfiOVG'i bliKiris fiolii* '^lo.i'n-vnl i\A 5,rit:t£qfct : vX ^roda edd ni
^ni^elqF-co nX qXed 'U/o\ eboerx oiia .uieru aouE
iioddu'^ qla^ i'io vox -^ ?nXoc» nl .-tc;?riiiviil edq
, Bdi uX XitziovlrJ:
as r.‘ no cuX^c'iEO sc' MuoriB noleai'Oai- ^iiX^jccioi ed?
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as wo''Ir> bite.::- •iol 2‘Emioo i-riX' ,t.o.'> MiifC-.' 3f"v br.c z:}nfibuJz
,,qiil:ro.rXpX&i boev r dcXXdfidss o^ zl zb ©mid iiOL'x
©jjXe^r sXddXX Xc* ©d XXivv r..lXi/w6i sdd ©or.Xs
©man v^lri dsiid ef*x.£d:i'T£feiit' dnebudB ©rid ia'‘w ©«ufE ©a
.dsEifooa odd no x!?idX'iVr 9cf od don eX
Miforia dosXjJde rioc^^ bns jbe^BeXo ed bl^c.iz E'l'db ©ril
-novfil ©rid dXiriiv d 9 .l1/p eri -..oon ©xi'T .X ion sc b evari
,
Y'lod-Ci© 7£iX Brid Xu osnjjoo s.Xd . c g.'xisc zi
tl/qxjq doriX pob od ovoot eriX duoda :'iow JbjU’f’ri?' lol!^ cuii/oo ©rid
bXf-'o.lt ©ri8 .aoxd fid icon dnoridX^ bnfi Yl'ieqoiq 5nX.'I*iOK oiB
©rid edooiXn.i cd fflXri d&a od xibzzdo&h q'firi orid Iiqx;c c ©vi§
.'fsnnfifn doonco erid ni lewenfi
hnpri bli/urif; ^ol©eai;oo ©rid jVbpo'i at ecsIo eiid nsri^
tLvoiiz oX^si'c bnc. ^©Af. tSd^X .xea en'i , ^.©i'rod'iievflX arid dyo
Eriqfi'ig.sTsc «iid i cri'I .isofics leqc*!? oriU nX nfiddi’i'X eri
. liqyq ©iri^ riii.r baoi oci bX/coria •'cHOITrilaniu"
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CODING SHEET
Place intelligence quotient opposite the corres-
ponding code number
t
1. 17
2. 18
3. 19
4
. 20
5. 21
6. 22
7. 23
8. 24
9. 25
10. 26
11. 27
12. 28
13. 29
14 . 30
15. 31
16. 32





